
GOOGLE ANalytics
analyze traffic, see what’s wrong with your site

SEO





Google Analytics

We need to be able to answer all the questions that are 
fundamental to effectively marketing and growing our business 

We want to take raw data, organize it into something 
actionable and meaningful 

We need to prioritize which area need to fix and we continue 
down the line

Why?



Let’s take 
a walk

let’s have a Google 
Analytic’s core 
feature tours



Home
Contains all your registered website for GA



Audience report
it’s all about your users



Reporting

From the current time range this is your daily website’s performance

audience > overview



Reporting

From this visitors report we can 
gather some insights 

Which city to target for offline 
event and Facebook 
Campaign? 

Have you supported all the 
browser used by your visitors? 

How your website would look 
like in many screen 
resolution?

visitors demographic



Device Usage Report

This report will let you know what device your user use to visit 
your website 

30.1% are mobile users, thus mobile-friendly site is a must

audience > mobile > overview



Browser Usage Report

Optimize css in top browsers

audience > technology > browser & OS



Mobile Devices Usage Report

Report will show what devices that visit your website 

Now make sure that your website will be running just fine in 
that device

audience > mobile > devices



Audience Reports

Step 1: Audience > Mobile > Overview 

Step 2: Audience > Technology > Browser & OS 

Step 3: Audience > Mobile > Devices

identify mobile test-devices - study case 31



Acquisition report
it’s all about your marketing effort



Acquisition

Reports broken down by campaign data, dedicated to SEO and 
advertising 

It’s where online marketers track their marketing effort

acquisition > overview



Channels

Direct: entering the URL 
into the browser 

Social: clicking a link in 
Social Media 

Organic Search: clicking 
a link in Google SERP 

Referral: clicking a link 
from other website 

Paid Search: clicking a 
link in Google AdWords

where visitors come from
acquisition > all traffic > channels



Referral
Break down of Referral in Channel; which website sends the 
traffics

acquisition > all traffics > referral



Source / Medium
showing the origin of your traffic (source) and general category 
of the source (medium), i.e: organic, cost-per-click, web referral, 
or utm_medium

acquisition > all traffics > source/medium



Acquisition Report

Step 1: Acquisition > Overview 

Step 2: Acquisition > All Traffics > Channels 

Step 3: Acquisition > All Traffics > Referral 

Step 4: Acquisition > All Traffics > Source/Medium

identify traffic sources - study case 32



Campaign
marketing effort report

Showing our campaign name (utm_campaign), the performance of 
that campaign, and how many have successfully convert to our goal

acquisition > campaigns > all campaigns



Campaign
marketing effort report - study case 33

A more detailed report inside a campaign name 

It will show the tools performance used to promote this campaign

acquisition > campaigns > all campaigns > click one campaign



Monitoring & Analysis
a study case by UCEO Online Marketing Team



Monthly Traffic
Audience > Overview



Monthly Organic Traffic
Acquisition > SEO > Queries > Clicks



Bonus Keywords
Acquisition > SEO > Queries > Clicks 
Franchise Minuman Teh: Peluang Usaha Modal Kecil

Collect all the keywords 
with 5+ clicks.
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Reversed Keyword Research
Google AdWords 
Keyword Planner

Use your published 
article to find new 
keyword seeds.
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Reversed Keyword Research
Google AdWords 
Keyword Planner

You can process these 
keyword seeds further.
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SEO Top Landing Pages
Acquisition > SEO > Landing Pages > Clicks



Goal Conversion
Acquisition > Campaigns > All Campaign > [Campaign Name] > Goal Completions





Conclusion

Good online marketing strategy should be based on data and analytics 

Finding the right keyword seeds is crucial for the effectiveness of your 
keyword research process. If you have spent four iterations without 
finding a good long-tail keyword, you may want to restart with different 
keyword seeds. 

An ideal long-tail keyword for the Indonesian market is one with average 
monthly search volume of 30 or more, less than 400,000 competitors in 
Google SERP, and has less than 15% of Moz’s keyword difficulty. 

Not only does Mind Map help you by providing structure to your 
content research process, but also enables you to share and delegate 
the task with your team.


